WASTING PHILLY

By Noah Marant
The trash awareness

The People in philly tend to dump their trash uselley outside bins and dumpsters whenever it’s convenient or they have to carry their trash all the way home with nowhere to put it down. The places where one person dumpster trash might pylon with someone's else trash and that becomes an easy dump place four people two folders garbage away this create an unhealthy environment and a bad-looking community.
What is Philly311

Philly 311 goal is to provide world-class service for all our channels- phone, email, mobile, web and social media. When you submit a service ticket we aim to deliver you timely updates and accurate information. By working closely with city departments, we develop valuable insights that help to improve our city.
63rd street train station near some garden
Countude
60 street station
63d masters street
Conclusion

We should all document what happens in ore communities and outside to philly 311 so that we all live in a clean city